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ABSTRACT: Black carbon (BC) emissions from gas flaring in the oil and gas industry are postulated to have critical impacts on climate and public health, but actual emission rates remain poorly characterized. This paper presents in situ field measurements of BC emission rates and flare gas volume-specific BC yields for a diverse range of flares. Measurements were performed during a series of field campaigns in Mexico and Ecuador using the sky-LOSA optical measurement technique, in concert with comprehensive Monte Carlo-based uncertainty analyses. Parallel on-site measurements of flare gas flow rate and composition were successfully performed at a subset of locations enabling direct measurements of fuel-specific BC yields from flares under field conditions. Quantified BC emission rates from individual flares spanned more than 4 orders of magnitude (up to 53.7 g/s). In addition, emissions during one notable ~24-h flaring event (during which the plume transmissivity dropped to zero) would have been even larger than this maximum rate, which was measured as this event was ending. This highlights the likely importance of superemitters to global emission inventories. Flare gas volume-specific BC yields were shown to be strongly correlated with flare gas heating value. A newly derived correlation fitting current field data and previous lab data suggests that, in the context of recent studies investigating transport of flare-generated BC in the Arctic and globally, impacts of flaring in the energy industry may in fact be underestimated.

INTRODUCTION

Flaring is a common practice within the oil and gas (OG) industry of combusting extraneous gases in an open diffusion flame, usually at the exit of a vertically raised flare stack or within a refractory-lined pit. Flaring is generally preferred over venting to reduce equivalent greenhouse gas emissions and health and safety risks to the local population. However, the combustion of flared gas produces atmospheric pollutants including soot, which is a form of particulate matter of less than 2.5 μm in diameter (PM2.5) consisting of mass-fractal-like aggregates of nanoscale spherules. Black carbon (BC), the carbonaceous component of soot, is an important atmospheric pollutant with critical impacts on local public health and the global environment. Specifically, recent research has indicated that BC is a key component contributing to the adverse health effects associated with PM2.5 while BC has also been identified as likely the second-most important atmospheric direct radiative forcer (after CO2). Stohl et al. have suggested that 66% of source BC concentrations north of the Arctic circle are from gas flaring, and model data suggest that observed BC concentrations are due in large part to the transport of flare-generated BC from western Siberia. Many have thus suggested that gas flaring, especially in the upstream OG industry, is a critical source of BC emissions, despite its relatively small contribution to global emissions. Moreover, the atmospheric lifetime of BC is very short relative to CO2, such that the mitigation of BC emissions could enable climatic benefits on a much shorter time scale than current CO2-reduction efforts, particularly in the developing world.

Unfortunately, BC emissions from gas flaring in the OG industry are poorly characterized and highly uncertain. BC emissions from in-field gas flares have been historically difficult to measure; as such, published emission factors relating BC emission to a quantity of flared gas are necessarily derived from a very limited number of small-scale laboratory and controlled field experiments. Two oft-cited emission factors in the literature are those of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) and McEwen and Johnson. This paper presents in situ field measurements of BC emission rates and flare gas volume-specific BC yields for a diverse range of flares. Measurements were performed during a series of field campaigns in Mexico and Ecuador using the sky-LOSA optical measurement technique, in concert with comprehensive Monte Carlo-based uncertainty analyses. Parallel on-site measurements of flare gas flow rate and composition were successfully performed at a subset of locations enabling direct measurements of fuel-specific BC yields from flares under field conditions. Quantified BC emission rates from individual flares spanned more than 4 orders of magnitude (up to 53.7 g/s). In addition, emissions during one notable ~24-h flaring event (during which the plume transmissivity dropped to zero) would have been even larger than this maximum rate, which was measured as this event was ending. This highlights the likely importance of superemitters to global emission inventories. Flare gas volume-specific BC yields were shown to be strongly correlated with flare gas heating value. A newly derived correlation fitting current field data and previous lab data suggests that, in the context of recent studies investigating transport of flare-generated BC in the Arctic and globally, impacts of flaring in the energy industry may in fact be underestimated.
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CAPPA proposed a \( PM_{1.5} \) emission factor of 2.5632 g/m\(^3\) (significant figures as reported) based on a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) factor for landfill gas flares attributed to filterable PM measurements conveyed in a confidential report.\(^{15}\) CAPPA adjusted the EPA factor to apply to a higher energy content gas stream, where a value of 45 MJ/m\(^3\) was used to represent the higher heating value (HHV) of associated gas typical of the upstream OG industry. Although not specified, CAPPA presumably assumed a linear relationship with HHV to scale up the EPA landfill gas emission factor of \( \approx 0.85 \text{ g/m}^3 \) (5.3 \( \times 10^{-6} \text{ lb/ft}^3 \))\(^{15}\) starting from an approximate HHV of 15 MJ/m\(^3\) for landfill gas.\(^{13}\) This scaling procedure implies the following BC emission factor (EF) relation:
\[
EF_{[\text{g/m}^3]} = 0.05696 \text{ HHV[MJ/m}^3\text{]} - 1.98,
\]
which has been adjusted for the above-noted standard conditions. Finally, the BC emission factor used by Stohl et al., which has been adjusted for the above-noted standard conditions, including the BC emission factor used by CAPPA\(^{14}\) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),\(^{16}\) with the inherent assumption that within the accuracy of this factor, flare-generated PM is predominantly BC. This is consistent with recent field data\(^{17}\) suggesting that the presence of non-BC aerosols in a flare plume is “not statistically different from zero”, based on absorption measurements downstream of the flare. McEwen and Johnson\(^{13}\) performed BC yield measurements from lab-scale flares in quiescent laboratory conditions with alkan-based compositions representative of associated gas in Alberta’s upstream OG industry. Based on the expected reduction in sooting propensity under crosswind conditions, they proposed a “worst-case” emission factor as a function of HHV via a linear fit to their data:
\[
EF_{[\text{g/m}^3]} = 0.0548 \text{ HHV[MJ/m}^3\text{]} - 1.98,
\]
which has been adjusted for the above-noted standard conditions. Finally, the BC emission factor used by Stoehl et al. in the GAINS (greenhouse gas – air pollution interactions and synergies) model\(^{18}\) is 1.6 g/m\(^3\), derived with data from CAPPA,\(^{14}\) the U.S. EPA,\(^{19}\) and Johnson et al.\(^{20}\)

Recently aircraft sampling techniques have been used to estimate BC emissions from flares in the Bakken formation of North Dakota.\(^{17,19}\) Weyant et al.\(^{17}\) derived BC emissions factors starting from recorded concentrations of BC, \( CO_2 \), and \( CH_4 \) during 1–2 s transects of atmospheric flare plumes. An estimated flare gas composition (C1–C15, \( CO_2 \), \( N_2 \), and other trace species) based on measurements of C1 to C4, \( H_2 S \), plus combined diluent species from seven sites in the Bakken region\(^{21}\) was subsequently used to derive hydrocarbon-mass-based BC emission factors for the flares. The average emission factors of the 26 measured flares spanned 2 orders of magnitude from 0.0023 to 0.33 g/kg hydrocarbons, and the average emission factor for all flares was 0.14 g/kg hydrocarbons. The authors suggested an upper bound for the average emission factor of their measured flares of 0.31 g/kg hydrocarbons based on nonselective absorption measurements of sampled aerosols (although a contradictory value of 3.1 g/kg hydrocarbons appears in their abstract, which is presumably a typographical error). Unfortunately, the measured flares were all nonvisibly smoking and represent a subset of flares with presumably small relative contributions to global BC emissions from flaring. It was also noted that “two flares that were resampled on different days did not maintain consistent BC emission factors”, with a provided example varying by a factor of 12.\(^{17}\) This could point to large variability in the operating conditions of the measured flares and/or could suggest that longer sampling durations (either acquired continuously or as an ensemble of many measurements) are needed to account for the inherently turbulent soot formation and emission process.

This paper presents direct field measurements of BC emission rates from a variety of flares in Ecuador’s Orellana province and the state of Veracruz, Mexico. BC emission rates were measured within precisely calculated uncertainties using the recently developed sky-LOSA measurement technique (line-of-sight attenuation using skylight). The flares in Ecuador were measured during two separate field campaigns, first in June 2014, and subsequently in October 2015. During the latter campaign, parallel measurements of flare gas flow rates in the lines feeding the flares were performed, and extractive samples were drawn for detailed compositional analysis. These data allowed the first direct measurements of fuel-mass-specific BC yields from in-field associated gas flares. Results are compared with the limited available data and emission factor models in the literature, enabling fresh insights into the potential significance of global BC emissions from flaring, the strong influence of flare gas chemistry on relative emission rates, and the importance of absolute emission rate data for identifying reduction opportunities and quantifying mitigation efforts.

**METHOD**

**Measured Flares.** Fourteen independent measurements were performed on nine flares located at sites under the jurisdiction of Petróleos Mexicanos in Veracruz, Mexico and Petroamazonas in Orellana, Ecuador. The measured flares in Veracruz included three pit flares, a steam-assisted stack flare, and a steam-assisted enclosed ground flare and were associated with refinery and petrochemical operations. All four measured flares in Orellana were vertical stack flares and were associated with upstream oil production activities. Table 1 summarizes the types of the measured flares, operating conditions, engineered emissions reduction techniques employed, and the naming convention used in this manuscript. Additional details and photographs of the flares are provided in the Supporting Information (SI) to this manuscript. The flares in Orellana were all simple pipe flares fed by one or more lines connected into the base of each flare stack. As noted in the SI, Flare O1 employed a partial-premixing technique at its base in which the input flare line terminated in a vertical-axis nozzle situated below a vertically offset flare stack. It was presumed that this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>flare type*</th>
<th>nominal stack diameter</th>
<th>simultaneous flow and composition</th>
<th>operating conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1 pit</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>~24-h event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2 ground (SA, E)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3 pit</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4 stack (SA)</td>
<td>36°</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>unsteady/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5 pit</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1 stack (PP)</td>
<td>6°</td>
<td>Y (2015)</td>
<td>steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2 stack</td>
<td>12°</td>
<td>Y (2015)</td>
<td>steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3 stack</td>
<td>6°</td>
<td>Y (2015)</td>
<td>steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O4 stack</td>
<td>12°</td>
<td>Y (2015)</td>
<td>steady</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SA = steam-assisted; E = enclosed; PP = partially premixed via an air entrainment nozzle arrangement at the base of the flare stack.

Measured using sky-LOSA images. *One of two lines feeding the flare had variable/oscillating flow but the flame appeared qualitatively steady.
design was intended to reduce flare-generated BC by entraining ambient air at the base of the stack to mix with the flare gas prior to combustion.

As more fully detailed in the SI, apparent operating conditions and measured flare flow rates where available were reasonably steady for all flares during measurements with the notable exceptions of Flare V1 and Flare V4. Flare V1 experienced a very significant, large-volume, ~24-h flaring event (see the SI) during the field campaign, and three independent BC emission rate measurements were successfully performed on this flare as the event was ending and particulate emissions were in decline. Flare V4 was experiencing an apparent steam control issue that caused slow oscillations in the size of the flame.

**Black Carbon Emission Rate – Sky-LOSA Theory.** BC emission rates were calculated using sky-LOSA, an imaging technique developed by Johnson et al.\textsuperscript{20,23,24} that enables the control issue that caused slow oscillations in the size of the BC emission rate measurements were successfully performed.

The extinction technique developed by Johnson et al.\textsuperscript{20,23,24} that enables the control issue that caused slow oscillations in the size of the BC emission rate measurements were successfully performed on this flare as the event was ending and particulate emissions were in decline. Flare V4 was experiencing an apparent steam control issue that caused slow oscillations in the size of the flame.

\[ \tau = \frac{B + C}{A'_{\text{LOS}}} \left( 1 - \frac{B + C}{A'_{\text{LOS}}} \right)^{-1} \]

where \( \tau \) is the field-measured transmittance of the plume (including in-scatter components) [\( \text{m}^2 \text{g}^{-1} \)], \( A'_{\text{LOS}} \) is the unobstructed LOS skylight intensity \([\text{W m}^{-2} \text{sr}^{-1}]\), \( A_{\text{ext}} \) is the extinction cross-section of the average aggregate \([\text{m}^2]\), \( B = \int_\Omega I_{\text{sky}} \sigma_{\text{ext}}(\Omega) d\Omega \) quantifies the in-scattered radiant intensity of hemispherical skylight by the average aggregate \([\text{W m}^{-2} \text{sr}^{-1}]\), and \( C = \int_\Omega I_{\text{sky}} \sigma_{\text{scat}}(\Omega) d\Omega \) quantifies the in-scattered radiant intensity of solar radiation by the average aggregate \([\text{W m}^{-2} \text{sr}^{-1}]\).

BC from turbulent diffusion flames, such as gas flares, are known to exist as mass-fractal-like aggregates of constant size nanoscale spherules.\textsuperscript{26-28} Consequently, parameters based on the average particle (calculated using RDG-PFA) are evaluated over a polydisperse fractal aggregate size distribution.

**Black Carbon Emission Rate – Sky-LOSA Implementation.** The present sky-LOSA field measurements of BC emission rate were implemented as in Johnson et al.,\textsuperscript{28} apart from the following hardware upgrades and algorithmic enhancements implemented for the measurements in Ecuador. High framerate grayscale image data for sky-LOSA analysis were acquired in-field using the scientific-CMOS sky-LOSA camera (pcs, Edge 5.5S). During previous measurements\textsuperscript{24} and the present measurements in Mexico, image data were written directly to the field-computer’s RAM at approximately 0.5 GB/s, which limited full-sensor acquisition times to less than one minute. For the present measurements in Ecuador however, field-hardware was upgraded to include 1 TB of flash storage enabling multiple ten minute acquisitions before offloading was necessary. This upgrade enabled the calculation of mean BC emission rates over significantly longer sampling times to better capture the nonstationary behavior of emissions and provide robust time-averaged emissions data.

For a sky-LOSA measurement subject to in-scattering of hemispherical skylight and solar radiation, the idealized transmissivity can be derived through consideration of a combination of RDG-PFA and Beer–Lambert law, giving

\[ m = \frac{\rho k}{6\pi E(\theta) E(\theta)_{\text{avg}}} \int u([-\ln t^*]) dy = \text{MFC}^{-1} \int u([-\ln t^*]) dy \]

where \( \rho \) is the density of BC (i.e., the primary particle density as opposed to the bulk density) \([\text{kg m}^{-3}]\), \( \lambda \) is the measurement wavelength \([\text{m}]\), \( E(\theta) \) is the ratio of aggregate-average scattering and absorption cross-sections \([\%]\), \( E(\theta)_{\text{avg}} \) is the spectrally dependent absorption index of refraction function for flame-generated BC \([\%]\), \( u \) is the volume fraction-weighted particle velocity normal to the control surface along the LOS \([\text{m s}^{-1}]\), and \( t^* \) is the LOS-transmittance that would be observed absent of in-scattering effects from ambient radiation (i.e., the idealized transmissivity presented by Johnson et al.\textsuperscript{23}) \([\%]\). As shown in eq 1, the reciprocal of terms outside the integral represents the mass extinction cross-section of the average particle \([\text{MFC}]\) along the LOS axis \([\text{m}^2 \text{g}^{-1}]\) calculated considering polydispersity.

For a sky-LOSA measurement subject to in-scattering of hemispherical skylight and solar radiation, the idealized transmissivity can be derived through consideration of a control volume spanning the LOS axis.\textsuperscript{24} Solution of the resulting differential equation yields

\[ \tau^* = \left( \frac{\tau_{\text{exp}} - \frac{B + C}{A'_{\text{LOS}}} \left( 1 - \frac{B + C}{A'_{\text{LOS}}} \right)^{-1}}{\tau_{\text{exp}}} \right) \]

where \( \tau_{\text{exp}} \) is the field-measured transmittance of the plume (including in-scatter components) \([\%]\), \( A'_{\text{LOS}} \) is the unobstructed LOS skylight intensity \([\text{W m}^{-2} \text{sr}^{-1}]\), \( A_{\text{ext}} \) is the extinction cross-section of the average aggregate \([\text{m}^2]\), and \( B = \int_\Omega I_{\text{sky}} \sigma_{\text{ext}}(\Omega) d\Omega \) quantifies the in-scattered radiant intensity of hemispherical skylight by the average aggregate \([\text{W m}^{-2} \text{sr}^{-1}]\), C = \( \int_\Omega I_{\text{sky}} \sigma_{\text{scat}}(\Omega) d\Omega \) quantifies the in-scattered radiant intensity of solar radiation by the average aggregate \([\text{W m}^{-2} \text{sr}^{-1}]\), \( \sigma_{\text{ext}} \) is the angular differential scattering cross-section of the average particle (including vv- and hh-polarization components) \([\text{m}^2 \text{sr}^{-1}]\), and \( \theta \) is the scattering angle of incident radiation relative to the LOS \([\text{rad}]\).

Flare Gas Flow Rate Measurement. Simultaneous measurements of flare gas flow rate were performed during the 2015 measurements in Ecuador’s Orellana province to enable calculation of BC yields for the measured flares. Standard conditions of 1 atm and 15 °C are adopted in the present study in accordance with the IPCC\textsuperscript{31} and CAPP;\textsuperscript{14} hereinafter, units of cubic meters \([\text{m}^3]\) are defined to be at these conditions. Existing emission factors in the literature have been adjusted to these standard conditions for comparison with current data.
Two complementary flare gas flow rate measurement techniques were used: a tracer-dilution technique and an optical velocity measurement technique. The tracer-dilution technique employed a mass flow controller (Brooks, SLAMF50S) to inject negligibly small volumes of a stable tracer (acetylene) into the turbulent flare lines at a known rate. At a position sufficiently downstream of the injection point, a cavity ring-down instrument (Los Gatos Research, 915-0043) was used to continuously sample and measure tracer gas concentration in the fully mixed flare gas-tracer gas mixture. Molar continuity (assuming tracer stability) was used to compute flare gas standard volumetric flow rate with knowledge of flare and tracer gas properties. Injection and sampling were performed via 1/4″-diameter stainless steel insertion probes; each 1/4″ probe had two orthogonal rows of 15 1/32″-diameter holes drilled along its length that spanned the flare line diameter. The probes were positioned so that the rows of holes were aligned at 45° to the bulk flow direction to promote rapid mixing of the injected tracer or to ensure representative sampling.

For the optical velocity measurement technique, an optical flow meter (OFM, Photon Control, Focus 2.0) was used to measure the flare gas velocity at the center of the flare line. With knowledge of flare gas properties, dimensions of the flare line, and an assumed axisymmetric velocity profile, the flow rate of flare gas was calculated. In some instances, OFM measurements of raw velocity were corroborated using an insertion vane wheel anemometer (Höntsch, ZS18GE-mc40).

To support flow rate calculations using the optical velocity measurement technique, flare gas pressure and temperature data were acquired via an absolute digital pressure gauge (Additel, ADT 681) and a 4-wire Pt100 platinum resistance thermometer (Höntsch, TF500).

**Flare Gas Composition.** To enable direct calculation of BC yields and to provide insight into their sensitivity to fuel composition and chemistry, extractive gas samples were acquired from relevant flare lines for off-site analysis. Highly resolved gas chromatographic analyses (test method: CAN/CGSB-3.0 No. 14.3-999) were contracted to obtain volume fractions of alkanes to C_{15}; alkenes to C_{10}; cycloalkanes and aromatics to C_{12}; other combustibles (H_2 and H_2S); and diluents (He, CO_2, and N_2). Full composition details are included in the SI.

**RESULTS**

**Black Carbon Emissions.** Figure 1 shows the time-averaged BC emission rates of all in-field flares measured using sky-LOSA to date. Included are measurements in Uzbekistan, Poza Rica, Mexico, and the 14 measurements of the nine flares constituting the current data set. Field-measured time-averaged BC emission rates in the current data set ranged from 0.003 g/s to 53.7 g/s and include the lightest and heaviest sooting flares that have been measured using sky-LOSA.

As discussed in the SI, the time-resolved BC emission rate data for each flare were highly stochastic. All but one flare were statistically trend nonstationary (at a 5% significance level using the Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin test) and exhibited positive skewness (with a mean and maximum sample skewness of 1.04 and 3.21). An example of this stochastic nature is shown in Figure 2, where a 5 s subset of instantaneous BC emission rate data from Flare O3 measured in 2015 is plotted along with 95% confidence intervals computed using the described MC methodology. As further discussed in the SI, in the most extreme case (Flare O2 as measured in 2015), the inherent variability of the BC emission rate was to the extent that 10% of the instantaneous data were responsible for 56% of total emissions. These observations imply that BC emissions from flares are heavily weighted by intermittent bursts of optically dense structures within the plume, which suggests that long-duration measurements are necessary to obtain robust average emission metrics and future measurements should strive to maximize measurement duration. Coupled with the more than 4 orders of magnitude variation in mean BC emission rates.
among the measured flares, this highlights how aggregate emissions can be dominated by outliers and underscores the importance of quantitative measurements in identifying mitigation opportunities. Indeed, action to reduce or eliminate a flare like V1 (emitting BC continuously at the maximum measured rate) would have equivalent BC reductions to mitigating almost 18,000 flares similar to O2 as measured in 2015. Alternately stated, Flare V1 operating at the maximum measured rate for one day (which as noted in the SI is likely much lower than the peak emission rate during the 24-h flaring event) produces equivalent BC emissions to more than 49 flares similar to O2 (as measured in 2015) operating continuously for a year.

Flare Gas Composition. Table 2 shows the measured associated gas compositions by chemical group and key properties of flared volumes relevant to the propensity of BC emissions from turbulent diffusion flames — refer to the SI for a detailed summary of flare gas composition. For context, Table 2 includes data representative of associated gas compositions at oil and bitumen batteries in Alberta (derived from 60,000+ gas samples) and an assumed mean composition from the Bakken region used in Weyant et al. analysis. As noted in the footnotes of Table 2 and further discussed in the SI, downstream of the sampling point, Flare O1 incorporated an air entrainment nozzle at the base of the flare stack such that an unquantified amount of air would have been mixed into the flare gas prior to combustion at the flare exit. Also shown are mean associated gas compositions from oil and bitumen batteries in Alberta’s upstream OG industry and an assumed mean associated gas composition from the Bakken region.

Table 2. Summary of Flare Gas Compositions of the Measured Flares by Chemical Group with Key Flare Gas Properties Relevant to BC Emissions from Turbulent Diffusion Flames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>composition</th>
<th>flare O1</th>
<th>flare O2</th>
<th>flare O3</th>
<th>flare O4</th>
<th>Alberta</th>
<th>Bakken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diluents – CO₂</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>9.19</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diluents – N₂</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkanes</td>
<td>78.10</td>
<td>84.46</td>
<td>89.80</td>
<td>88.79</td>
<td>94.85</td>
<td>94.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycloalkanes</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkenes and cycloalkenes</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aromatics</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other combustibles</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>molecular weight, [kg/kmol]</td>
<td>31.57</td>
<td>27.73</td>
<td>36.61</td>
<td>30.33</td>
<td>19.21</td>
<td>25.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbon-to-hydrogen ratio</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fraction of hydrocarbons that were unsaturated, %v/v</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher heating value, [MJ/m³]</td>
<td>51.80</td>
<td>48.87</td>
<td>71.29</td>
<td>57.77</td>
<td>38.236</td>
<td>55.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Measured in the line feeding Flare O1. As noted earlier, Flare O1 employed an air entrainment system at the base of the flare stack such that an unquantified amount of air would have been mixed into the flare gas prior to combustion at the flare exit. Also shown are mean associated gas compositions from oil and bitumen batteries in Alberta’s upstream OG industry and an assumed mean associated gas composition from the Bakken region.

Figure 3. Mean and 95% confidence interval of measured BC yields on a mass-per-volume basis shown as a function of volumetric higher heating value. Included are the predictive emission factors using the heating value scaling procedure of CAPP, the correlation developed by McEwen and Johnson, and the emission factor currently used in the GAINS model; also shown is the estimated range of yield measurements in the Bakken region by Weyant et al. based on the span of reported measurements converted from mass-per-mass of hydrocarbons to mass-per-volume of flare gas using the cited range of gas compositions.

region used in Weyant et al. analysis. As noted in the footnotes of Table 2 and further discussed in the SI, downstream of the sampling point, Flare O1 incorporated an air entrainment nozzle at the base of the flare stack such that the degree of partial premixing of flare gas and air within the flare stack was unknown.

While the associated gases in Ecuador’s Amazon basin contained heavier alkane mixtures (resulting in a higher energy content and a greater carbon-to-hydrogen ratio) than associated gases in Alberta and the Bakken region, they were also significantly more diluted with CO₂ and N₂. The current data illustrate that flare gas composition can vary significantly within small geographic areas, which was also observed in Alberta and the Bakken region, where total diluent fractions as high as 29.1% and 19.8% were observed, respectively, despite averages of less than 6%. As the literature has shown that BC emissions from diffusion flames are most sensitive to dilution, energy content of the fuel, and the relative fraction of unsaturated hydrocarbons (often quantified using the fuel’s carbon-to-hydrogen ratio), it is imperative that future field-measured BC emission factors are interpreted in the

Table 2. Summary of Flare Gas Compositions of the Measured Flares by Chemical Group with Key Flare Gas Properties Relevant to BC Emissions from Turbulent Diffusion Flames
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<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkenes and cycloalkenes</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aromatics</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other combustibles</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>molecular weight, [kg/kmol]</td>
<td>31.57</td>
<td>27.73</td>
<td>36.61</td>
<td>30.33</td>
<td>19.21</td>
<td>25.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbon-to-hydrogen ratio</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fraction of hydrocarbons that were unsaturated, %v/v</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher heating value, [MJ/m³]</td>
<td>51.80</td>
<td>48.87</td>
<td>71.29</td>
<td>57.77</td>
<td>38.236</td>
<td>55.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
context of matching flare gas composition data. Moreover, highly detailed compositional analyses are required to resolve unsaturated components, which can strongly influence sooting propensity; unfortunately, although these compounds have been observed in small amounts in crude oil across the globe, petroleum geochemists do not commonly analyze for such compounds.38

**Black Carbon Yields.** Field-measured BC yields in Ecuador are shown in Figure 3 as a function of volumetric HHV with 95% confidence intervals computed using the MC methodology detailed in the SI. A potential range of BC yields from the measurements of Weyant et al.17 in the Bakken region is shown as a shaded area on the graph, where data have been converted from a mass of hydrocarbons basis to a volume of flare gas basis using the cited range of flare gas compositions of seven flares in the Bakken22 and are plotted spanning the range of heating values in these same samples. The measured BC yields in Ecuador spanned more than 2 orders of magnitude from 0.03 to 3.85 g/m³ (refer to the SI for site-specific results) with an average of 1.83 g/m³. The heaviest-sooting flare was ~27 times greater than the estimated average for the Bakken region,17 while only the lightest-sooting flare was within the range of those same measurements.

Overlaid in Figure 3 are a prediction of BC yield as a function of HHV using the simple scaling procedure implemented by CAPP,13 the experimental data and empirical correlation derived by McEwen and Johnson,13 and the current GAINS model emission factor.7 The CAPP scaling procedure tends to overestimate the measured yields, although the heaviest sooting flare (O3) approached the CAPP prediction. Given that the CAPP factor is ultimately extrapolated from a single measurement on a (potentially enclosed) landfill gas flare at ~15 MJ/m³, it is not surprising that the prediction fails at much higher heating values. Alternatively, McEwen and Johnson’s correlation, derived using the data points reproduced in red on the figure, underestimated the BC yield for three of the measured flares at greater HHV. Although HHV has been observed in laboratory experiments39 to dominate other effects by order(s) of magnitude, the sooting propensity of turbulent diffusion flames is known to be sensitive to ambient conditions, aerodynamic parameters, and other chemistry metrics, many of which happen to have a positive correlation with HHV. Consequently, this presentation of the results is not intended to suggest that BC emission factor is solely a function of flare gas energy content but instead highlights the utility of this parametrization as a starting point. Within this context, recognizing the pragmatic need for measurement-backed models, the black line shows an empirical fit to available laboratory40 and field data for black carbon yields from flares as a function of HHV. The coefficient of determination (R²) for this line is 0.896. Interestingly, if published associated gas compositions from nearby Alberta34 were representative of flares measured by Weyant et al.,17 their data would align quite well with this model as well as the data of McEwen and Johnson,1,13 perhaps suggesting that the assumed composition of Weyant et al.17 overestimates the actual heating value of their measured flares. Moreover, as further discussed in the SI, Flare O2 (corresponding to the lowest data point included in this correlation) might be reasonably considered an outlier relative to other flares, due to its highly nonstationary nature linked with variable flow in one of its supply lines that resulted in large gaps of nondetectable emissions. Without this point included, both the slope and R²-value of the fit would increase (Y_BC = 0.1106 × HHV − 4.296, R² = 0.966).

**Implications.** To date, 16 absolute BC emission rate measurements have been performed on 11 flares using sky-LOSA, with the results spanning more than 4 orders of magnitude. At least one flare has also been observed however, with plume BC concentrations sufficiently high such that direct solar radiation could not penetrate the plume. This suggests that BC emissions from flaring span an even larger range due to the presence of superemitters. The existence of such drastic flaring events supports the notion that superemitters must be targeted when performing measurements to support the improved estimation of emissions inventories and enable effective mitigation efforts. It also begs the question of the global distribution of absolute emission rate, where the relative contribution to global BC emissions from non- or lightly visibly sooting flares might be considered negligible. It is therefore important to consider absolute emission rates in addition to flare-gas-specific yields (measured in conjunction with parallel flare gas flow rate and composition data) when directing mitigation actions to optimize emissions reduction efforts. Consistent with the literature noting the nonlinear intensity perception40 and nonuniform spectral sensitivity41 of the human eye, field experience has shown that qualitative visual assessment of emissions is a poor surrogate for quantified emission rates.

The current data set also demonstrates that flare gas compositions can be quite diverse even in small geographic regions, and this diversity can have a significant impact on BC yield. This unfortunately complicates efforts to predict regional or global emissions without considering compositional variations in flare gas.

As of 2013, the GAINS model estimates global BC emissions from gas flaring by coupling calculated flared volumes using satellite imagery from NOAA (including work by Elvidge et al.42) and a BC emission factor of 1.6 g/m³,7 which is a factor of 3 greater than McEwen and Johnson’s13 proposed emission factor for typical associated gas compositions in Alberta. Stohl et al. contend however that “even when using the emission factor from McEwen and Johnson, gas flaring remains the second largest source of BC emissions north of 60°N and the most important anthropogenic source”. Stohl et al. then suggest that the correlation of McEwen and Johnson likely underestimates equivalent emissions from in-field flares, presumably due to the difficulty in recreating complex compositions containing the heavier alkanes and unsaturated hydrocarbons observed in the OG industry within the laboratory. In contrast, Weyant et al.17 note that if the average BC yield from their measurements in the Bakken region is spatially and temporally representative of global flaring (the authors do however emphasize that their measurements were limited to nonvisibly sooting flares), then the GAINS model emission factor is more than an order of magnitude high. However, if a similar approach is taken, then the present field measured BC yields would suggest that the emission factor used within the GAINS model is ~10% low. This highlights the limited utility of a simple mean BC yield derived from small data sets in small geographic regions.

Recently, Huang et al.43 performed independent simulations of anthropogenic BC transport from Russia to the Arctic. In place of the GAINS value, an emission factor for gas flaring was estimated by extrapolating the relation of McEwen and Johnson13 to a representative HHV derived from an example
associated gas composition from a Russian oil field by Filippov.\(^4^4\) Flare gas composition was computed as a weighted sum of flared gases from three stages of oil separation. Although additional data were available for oil and gas producing sites (with significantly lower heating values), Huang et al.\(^4^3\) argued that the oil field composition was a better representation for the OG industry in Russia as it has been noted elsewhere\(^4^5\) that most associated gas in Russia has a methane content less than 50%. A median HHV of 75.5 MJ/m\(^3\) was calculated, yielding an emission factor of 2.27 g/m\(^3\), and applied to an estimated 35.6 billion m\(^3\) flared in Russia per year (using NOAA data from 2010). Huang et al.\(^4^3\) concluded that gas flaring is responsible for 36.2% of Russia’s anthropogenic BC emissions, the largest contributor by more than 10%. However, it has been observed in the present study that McEwen and Johnson’s emission factor relation is low at greater HHVs, and if the assumed gas composition for Russia (with a recomputed mean HHV of 71.5 MJ/m\(^3\) ± 2.5% at standard conditions as defined) were in line with the trend observed in the current study, it is possible that a more appropriate emission factor using the derived linear fit to the current field measurements and lab data of McEwen and Johnson\(^1^3\) would be approximately 3.46 g/m\(^3\). Thus reconsidering the work of Huang et al.\(^4^3\) in the context of the present field measurements on larger heating value flares would suggest that flaring-related BC emissions from Russia could be on the order of 123 Gg/year or as much as ~46% of Russia’s anthropogenic BC emissions.

Although the authors are not aware of a reliable source for a globally representative heating value for flared gas, as an initial starting point for discussion (see the SI for calculation details), if one were to use satellite derived flaring data for Canada, USA, Russia, and Ecuador\(^5^9\) to weight available flare gas composition data\(^2^2,3^3,4^3,4^5\) for each country, and assuming an arithmetic mean of these data for other countries in the world, a representative global flare gas heating value could be ~60.03 MJ/m\(^3\). Based on the proposed BC yield model in Figure 3, this would imply a global mean BC emission factor of 2.24 g/m\(^3\) (40% higher than the emission factor used in the GAINS model). Alternatively, if the volume-weighted average value of 67.23 MJ/m\(^3\) for the four countries with available data were considered globally relevant, then the proposed BC model would imply a global mean BC emission factor of 3.01 g/m\(^3\), suggesting the GAINS model emission factor could be low by almost a factor of 2. While these estimates are subject to significant uncertainty, they stress the importance of accurate BC emission factor data in characterizing the scale of global BC emissions from flaring. Ultimately, accurate prediction of global flare BC emissions will require significantly augmented field measurement data (specifically including simultaneous measurements of flare gas composition and flow rates) coupled with comprehensive models building on the simple correlation presented here.

Most importantly, the presented direct field measurement data have provided evidence of the extreme variability in emission rates among flares (see Figure 1), the potential for individual flares to be very significant single sources of BC, and the strong correlation of volume-specific BC yields with flare gas heating value. Further field measurements are certainly desired to improve upon the presented emission factor relation by introducing additional flare design, operation, and chemistry metrics, where the demonstrated implications justify the need to overcome continued challenges of gaining necessary site access to quantify flare gas flow rate and composition in conjunction with parallel BC emission rate measurements.

Nevertheless, if the current results are interpreted in the context of recent efforts to track impacts of flare-generated BC in the Arctic and globally,\(^4^3\) it could be the case that the significant global public health and climatic impacts of BC emissions from gas flaring in the OG industry are in fact underestimated.
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